Sailing on the Seven Cs

Chorus:
When we’re sailing on the good ship, friendship,
We’re sailing off on a breeze.
When we’re sailing on the good ship, friendship,
We’re sailing on the seven Cs.

C stands for caring and consideration.
C stands for commitment and communication.
Just add concern, curiosity, and cooperation,
And you’ve got the creation of the seven Cs.

Caring means to keep your friends in your heart,
Be thinking about them, together or apart.
Consideration means to learn about their needs,
Consider their feelings and do good deeds.

Commitment means that you never have a doubt.
When the going gets tough, you work things out.
Communication means that you say what you feel,
And when you do it nicely, then it’s no big deal.

Chorus

Concern just means the same as caring,
Not much blame and lots of sharing.
Curiosity means finding out,
What your friend is all about.
And cooperation never ends,
Sailing together on the good ship of friends.

Chorus

Caring—sailing on the seven Cs, Consideration—sailing on the seven Cs, Commitment—sailing on the seven Cs, Communication—sailing on the seven Cs, Concern—sailing on the seven Cs, Curiosity—sailing on the seven Cs, Cooperation—sailing on the seven Cs.